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1. INTRODUCTION 
A major concern in power system analysis is the stability of the system. 
A m~re specific concern is stability of the system under transient con-
ditions or sudden changes. If faults occur, or changes in load and supply are 
necessary, will the system still be stable? How much change is acceptable? 
How long can the fault be sustained before part of the system is lost? These 
are some of the questions transient stability analysis may answer. 
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Usually transient stability analysis revolves around one thing in par-
ticular - finding the critical clearing time. The critical clearing time is the 
time it takes for a system, under faulted conditions, to go unstable. Hopefully, 
the fault will clear or can be cleared before this time. Otherwise, circuit 
breakers will trip affected lines and the faulted section will be shed from the 
rest of the system. Although the critical clearing time may not be the major 
concern of power system planners or operators, control and operation of a system 
are dependent on the knowledge of these times. Hence most work in transient 
stability has been in methods of finding the critical clearing time. 
Unfortunately, transient stability analysis is a very time-consuming pro-
cess. Traditionally, it is performed through step-by-step integration of the 
nonlinear differential equations describing the system called "swing equations." 
The faulted system is simulated with an arbitrarily picked clearing time. If 
the system is stable at this clearing time, the time is incremented and another 
simulation is started. The simulations are repeated until a clearing time is 
''narrowed in" so that the next small increment of time causes an unstable 
simulation. This process is exact but very tedious. 
The advent of "direct methods" [1] - [10] is proving to be a viable 
and much quicker alternative - or complement as the case may be - to the 
2 
traditional method of transient stability analysis. These methods find the 
critical value by direct means rather than narrowing in on the correct value 
with "hit and miss" tactics. Original work in direct methods or the energy 
method can be traced back to Magnusson [1] and later Aylett [2]. These works 
established an energy function for multimachine systems. Potential and critical 
energy terms were defined within the function. These terms were not energy by 
strict definition, but did correspond to physical energies. Although results 
obtained were very conservative, much insight was gained and a solid foundation 
for direct methods was laid. For the first time, transient stability could be 
analyzed without actual solutions to the swing equations. 
In 1966, papers by El-Abiad and Nagappan [4], and Gless [3] showed that 
the energy method is a case of the more general and well-known Lyapunov method 
of stability. Algorithms were proposed for computer implementation of the 
energy method. The critical energies and clearing times obtained in these works 
were still conservative compared to traditional methods. A major reason for 
conservativeness of these earlier studies is that critical energy was determined 
without concern for fault location. The minimum energy the system could absorb 
was taken as the critical energy. Therefore, the critical clearing times 
obtained for arbitrary faults were also conservative.t Work directly following 
1966 mainly centered on developing new Lyapunov functions and expanding stabil-
ity regions in existing methods. Utilities were still skeptical of the energy 
method due to its conservative results. 
A breakthrough came around 1978 with work from Kakimoto et al. [6] and 
Athay et al. [5] and [7]. They found critical energies using system trajec-
tories due to the specific fault location. In turn, the results obtained for 
t The relationship between critical energy and time will be discussed in 
Chapter 2. 
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critical clearing times were much improved. Trajectory approximations were also 
introduced [5], [8], [9]. These approximations obtained results more quickly 
and allowed transfer conductances to be implemented in the energy function. 
This also gave better results. A number of computational methods were devel-
oped during this time, including the potential energy boundary surface (PEBS) 
method. These methods are all described in Pai's book [10]. Better results 
from direct methods were making them more appealing as a useful tool in 
industry. 
Most recent work has still been in making direct methods more exact or 
faster to compute [11], or both. Of course these two goals almost always 
conflict. This thesis deals with the latter: determining the critical clearing 
time of a system as easily and quickly as possible. Use of trajectory approxi-
mations and series expansion of the energy function is implemented. As men-
tioned earlier, trajectory approximation and series expansion in transient 
stability are not new [5], [8], [9], [11], yet no one has used these tools to 
obtain critical clearing time in an analytic expression, or without computer 
iteration. The goal of this thesis, therefore, is to derive a much faster 
method for computing critical energies and times, with accuracy comparable to 
the existing direct methods, namely, the PEBS. 
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2. THE ENERGY FUNCTION 
What will be presented in this chapter is a brief introduction and overview 
of the energy function and method. For a deeper and more detailed mathematical 
description the reader should consult the references [12], [10]. 
2.1. Single Machine System 
Although a single machine system is not very realistic, testing methods and 
theories on a single machine model give)great insight for more useful multi-
machine models. Hopefully, a feeling for the problem and its solutions will be 
developed in the following pages. 
The swing equation for a single machine tied to an infinite bus (Figure 
2.1) is given by 
d2~ 
M -- • P - P sin o 
dt2 m e 
. (2.1) 
Xeq 
Figure 2.1. A single machine tied to an infinite bus. 
H M -~where His the inertia constant and f is the frequency. ~is the rotor 
angle with respect to the synchronous reference frame. P is the mechanical 
m 
E1E2 
input power and P e sin o • - sin o. E1 and E2 are the magnitudes of the xeq 
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internal machine voltage and infinite bus voltage, respectively. X is defined eq 
as the reactance between the infinite bus and the generator's internal node of 
the postfault state. 
Note that in Equation (2.1) the damping is assumed to be zero. The right 
side of Equation (2.1) is described as the input power minus the power delivered 
to the bus. This is equal to some power which accelerates the rotor of the 
generator. We say the system is in equilibrium if the rotor is not accelerating. 
Then, the equation for equilibrium is 
P - P sin o • 0 (2.2) m e 
The solutions to Equation (2.2) are called the equilibrium points. They are 
given by 
and 
p 
e 
p 
ou = 1r - sin - 1 ~ • 1r - OS p 
e 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
We can see (Figure 2.2) that the first solution is the stable equilibrium point 
(SEP) and the latter is the unstable equilibrium point (UEP). 
If the system is thought of as an ideal pendulum, then Equations (2.1) -
(2.3) describe its motion. The SEP is the point where the pendulum hangs 
straight down. Displacing the pendulum slightly would cause small oscillations. 
But the pendulum would be stable in the sense of always being near the vicinity 
of its SEP. On the other handt if the pendulum were balanced directly 
upward, this would be its UEP. Although it is balanced in equilibrium, 
6 
Pe sin 8 
Figure 2.2. Power curve and equilibrium points for a single machine. 
displacing the pendulum slightly would cause violent swings. These swings would 
tend to always move away from the initial point and are thus termed unstable. 
Now consider the pendulum in its stable equilibrium. If one were to push 
it, how much of a push could the pendulum take before it went over the top? 
This is a similar question asked about our power system. If a fault occurred, 
how much energy could the system absorb before the machine accelerated out of 
synchronism such that it would never be stable? The power system is slightly 
different in that the equations describing it can differ before, during, 
and after the fault occurs. 
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A well-known method for answering the above question is the equal area cri-
terion. Referring to Figure 2.3, assume a fault occurs. The ~chine starts 
gaining energy until the fault is cleared. This energy corresponds to the 
shaded Area 1 and Area 2. The energy the system is capable of absorbing is 
Area 2 and Area 3. 
a clear 8 
Figure 2.3. Single machine equal area criterion. 
Therefore to keep the system from "going over the top," we would need to 
clear the fault at some angle where Area 1 < Area 3. The angle at which 
Area 1 • Area 3 is called the critical angle, ~cr. Once we pass this state, the 
system is unstable; the system can never absorb the energy it gained during the 
fault. 
As an example, consider the system described by Equations (2.4) and 
Fig. 2.4. 
M~ • P m - P e sin IS 
H M•-
wf 
(2.4) 
Let H • 3 sec, f • 60 Hz, Pm • 0.5 Pe' and Pe • 1.2 pu. At equilibrium the 
state equations are 
(2.5) 
• 1 
w(O) • M (0.5 - 1.2 sin IS(O)) • 0 
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If we assume that the postfaulted system returns to the prefaulted system, then 
IS(O) • ISs • 30° and ISu • 150°. Now let a three-phase grounded fault occur. 
Pe sin8 
Prefoult = Postfoult System 
Fault Condition 
8 
Figure 2.4. Equal area for a single machine 3-phase grounded fault with 
equal postfault and prefault networks. 
To find o , set up the integrals to equate Area 1 and Area 3. 
cr 
ocr ou 
I P do = I (P sin o- P ) do 00 m ocr e m 
9 
(2.6) 
Substituting the values from (2.5) into (2.6) and carrying out the integration, 
the solution for the critical angle is 
(2.7) 
For this simple example the system will be transiently stable if o does not 
surpass roughly 79°. 
Although this is useful information, one would also like a value which is 
more easily measured and readily available. This more practical value is time. 
The problem then becomes how much time will it take to reach o • This time is 
cr 
called t critical or t • To find t , first the relation between o and t is 
cr cr , 
needed. From the swing equations it can be shown that for a single machine o 
has the relation during the fault (P • 0). 
e 
where 
a • o(O) 
and B is the fault on acceleration defined as 
(2.8a) 
(2.8b) 
B • ~M (Pm - P;ault sin o(t)) (2.8c) 
1 For the previous example, then, a • 30° and B a2~ Pm• These solutions along 
with the value of (2.7) are substituted into Equations {2.8) to solve for the 
critical clearing time of 
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t =- 0.214 sec cr (2.9) 
In other words, the fault must be cleared before 0.214 second for the system to 
be stable. 
With this simple example it is easy to understand how t is found. 
cr 
Unfortunately for multimachine systems, the relations between o and t are not the 
same and the equal area criterion is not directly applicable. Very similar in 
theory and more useful is the Lyapunov method. The Lyapunov function generally 
chosen is the energy function. Keeping for the moment the single machine case 
with zero damping, the energy function is derived as follows. 
Multiply Equation (2.1) by w. Integrating from the postfault SEP into 
state space (o,w), the energy function for a single machine infinite bus is 
obtained. 
w 0 
V • f Mw dw - f (P - Pe sin o) do 
0 os m 
(2.10) 
V • .L Mw2 - P ( o - os) - P (cos o - cos os) 2 m e 
To find tcr the maximum energy the system can absorb is found. This 
maximum potential energy is called V critical, Vcr' and is computed by eval-
uating V at the UEP, ou and A =- 0( w • 0). 
v • - p ( ou - OS) - p ( cos ou - cos OS) 
cr m e 
(2.11) 
Then the fault-on swing equation 
d2 o Pfauft M--•P- sno 
dt2 m e 
is numerically integrated. At each time step in the integration process the 
energy function (2.10) is evaluated. Once the value of (2.10) reaches the 
critical value Vcr' this time corresponds to tcr• The equal area criterion can 
easily be shown as an equivalent to this. 
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The first term in Equation (2.10) is called the kinetic energy term and 
corresponds to Area 1 in Figure 2.3. Vcr or Equation (2.11) corresponds to Area 
2 and Area 3. Area 2 can be somewhat considered as part of the maximum energy 
the system has already absorbed. Thus when Area 1 equals Area 3, t is found; 
cr 
it is the equal area criterion. 
2.2. Multimachine ·system 
As was pointed out in the previous section, a single machine system 
develops an understanding for transient stability analysis but is not very prac-
tical for "real world" application. Therefore, a method for multimachines is 
necessary. The multimachine energy function will be developed here. 
Again, we start with the swing equations which describe the system. A 
number of assumptions are made in regard to the swing equations: 
i) Constant mechanical input to generators 
ii) Classical model - Generators are modeled as a constant voltage 
behind transient reactance 
iii) Network loads are considered constant impedances and all except the 
internal nodes are eliminated by the Kron reduction technique. 
With these assumptions the swing equations are 
i a 1,2, ••• ,n machines (2.12) 
If we make the conservative assumption that damping is zero, Equation 
(2.12) becomes 
d2~ 
M __ i • p - p ( ~) 
i dt2 mi ei 
i • 1,2, ••• ,n machines (2.13) 
These equations have the same form as the single machine equation, but the terms 
are a little more complicated. These terms are defined below. 
Mi ~ inertia coefficient for ith machine 
6i ~ angle of voltage for ith machine 
P = mechanical input power of ith machine 
mi 
where 
Ei • magnitude of voltage of ith machine 
Gij • transfer conductance between machines i and j obtained 
from the real elements of the reduced admittance matrix 
Bij • Sus~eptance between machines i and j obtained from the 
imaginary elements of the reduced admittance matrix 
Furthermore, define 
12 
The swing equations are normally written for the postfault system. If the 
faulted system is used, then the reduced admittance terms take on different 
values. To distinguish equations, the superscript f or pf is used. If a fault 
is cleared at t • tclear then Equations (2.14) and (2.15) describe the faulted 
v and postfault states, respectively, 
d2 6 
- pf i p M --• i dt2 mi ei t < tel 
(2.14) 
d2 6 
- pPf i p M --• 
i dt2 mi ei 
(2.15) 
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The swing equations above describe individual motion of machines. But most 
transient instability occurs from machines "running away" from the system as a 
whole. This is termed relative instability. Therefore, it is more natural and 
convenient to handle the multimachine stability problem in a center of angle 
(COA) formulation. This is also known as center of inertia (COI) in literature. 
Although not pointed out explicitly in the previous section, the single machine 
case is inherently in COA form. The infinite bus acts as the center or 
reference. To obtain COA form define 
and 
n 
o ~-1 2 Mioi 0 Kr i•1 
• center of angle 
and transform the state variables 
ei ~ oi - o0 (angle of machine i w.r.t. COA) 
Since 
then 
~ 
wi • wi - w0 (speed of machine i w.r.t. COI) 
The swing Equations (2.13) in COI form are: 
(2.16) 
i • 1,2, ••• ,n 
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The function fi(9) is uniquely defined as the right-hand side of the swing 
equation. And the corresponding faulted and postfault equations, (2.14) and 
(2.15), respectively, become 
dwi 
Mi crt• 
and 
dwi 
Mi dt• 
fi< 9) 
fpf ( 9) 
i 
0 < t < tel 
t > t 1 
- c 
i • 1,2, ••• ,n 
i • 1,2, ••• ,n 
Again, f and pf refer to the respective states. 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Recall that the equal area criterion is not directly applicable to multi-
machine analysis and therefore the energy function was developed with the single 
machine for insight. The energy function for a multimachine problem is more 
complicated, but can be obtained similarly to that of the single machine case. 
First, multiply the ith swing equation (2.18) by wi 
• 
Mi wi wi - fif< 9) wi (2.19a) 
dropping the superscript but still using the postfault state 
(2.19b) 
Summing Equation (2.19) from 1 to n and observing that the PCOA term drops out, 
i.e., 
(2.20) 
we obtain 
n • I Mww =- (2.21) 
i=-1 
Integrate (2.21) with respect to time, using the stable equilibrium point as the 
lower limit: 
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and 
Omitting algebra the energy function is 
(2.22) 
As with the single machine case, notice how the energy function is broken up 
into kinetic and potential energy terms. The function does not strictly have 
units of energy since it is an integral of power with respect to angles*. But 
these terms do correspond to the real energies of the system. 
The transient kinetic energy is given by 
This is the energy which tends to speed or break up the system. The remaining 
terms of (2.22) are defined as the transient potential energy of the system. 
*This is not a contradiction to the integration w.r.t. time: by chain rule 
w =- .!!.! and ~ d t • d e. dt dt 
16 
n n n 
VPE = -I s I I cij [cos eij - cos s P <a- a)- eij 1 i•1 mi i i i=l j=l 
n n ai+a. 
+ I I I J nij cos aij d( ai + aj) (2.24) 
as+ as i•l j•l i j 
The first of the P.E. terms is designated the rotor potential energy, which 
corresponds to the change in the rotor or shaft potential energy relative to the 
COI. The second term corresponds to the stored magnetic e~ergy in the system. 
The final term is a dissipative energy term. This corresponds to the friction 
or resistance in the system. Notice that the Cij term can be integrated analy-
tically, whereas the Dij term cannot. The dissipative energy is a path depen-
dent integral. This term, which is due to the transfer conductances of the 
reduced mathematical system, has caused many problems in research. It was once 
thought to be the reason the direct energy method would never be acceptable. In 
earlier works, the transfer conductances were neglected causing conservative 
results. More recently they've been adapted by approximations of the path 
dependent integral, which bypasses the need for an analytic transfer conductance 
expression. 
Obviously, we now have a multidimensional system and state space. 
Therefore the analogy of the previous 2-dimensional pendulum is no longer valid. 
Perhaps the best analogy is to think of the system as a marble in an irregularly 
shaped '"bowl" with varying rim heights. The system at stable equilibrium is the 
marble at rest at the bottom of the bowl. The surface of the bowl is analogous 
to the trajectories the system may take. The many UEPs correspond somewhat to 
the rim of the bowl. When a fault occurs, the system, or marble in this case, . 
is displaced in a certain direction in the bowl. Its trajectory is determined 
by the initial conditions and severity of the fault: the initial displacement 
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of the marble. To stay in the bowl, the marble can have only enough energy to 
reach the rim and then roll back toward its initial resting spot. This energy 
will differ depending on which direction the ball will travel. And it 
corresponds to V critical in the multimachine system - the peak energy or rim 
height at a certain trajectory. 
Before 1978, researchers took (analogously) the minimum height of the bowl 
as Vcr' independently of which direction the marble was disturbed. For random 
disturbances, though, the system rarely heads for the minimum escape energy. 
Of course, given enough swings or rolls up and down the bowl, it is possible 
that the system will eventually find the minimum. But the traditional defini-
tion of stability deals only with the first swing - the first rolling up of the 
marble. Therefore it is important to take into account fault location since it 
will determine the first swing trajectory the system will .take. 
The general energy method algorithm to find t can be summarized as 
cr 
follows: 
1. Compute fault on trajectory evaluated in the postfault system. 
2. Find the peak of the potential energy trajectory. v ~ v PEmax cr 
3. Compute the total energy trajectory such that 
4. From step 3, tel ~ tcr 
Graphically, the above algorithm is described by Figure 2.5. In Figure 2.5a 
the fault on potential energy trajectory is computed. The peak of this trajec-
tory is V • 
cr 
VTOT. 
v ------------cr 
t fer t 
(a) (b) 
(a) Potential energy trajectory (b) Total energy trajectory 
Figure 2.5. Illustration of the energy method. 
The total energy trajectory is computed and the time corresponding to V on 
cr 
that trajectory (Figure 2.Sb) is the critical clearing time. 
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There are a number of variations to this method, mostly in step 2. These 
variational methods are described in Reference [10]. The method this paper is 
based on and compared to is the PEBS method [11], [13]. The PEBS method is 
named as such from the "rim of the bowl," which is called the potential energy 
boundary surface. And the point on the PEBS which the trajectory peaks is 
called the PEBS crossing, which corresponds to V • 
cr 
Beyond the assumptions already stated for the model, the PEBS makes two more 
assumptions. The first assumes the faulted trajectory is close to that of the 
system after it is cleared. The hope is that the PEBS is relatively flat so 
19 
that the PEBS crossings of the cleared and faulted states will be near each 
other. The second assumption is that once the system is critically cleared, all 
the machines come to rest at the PEBS crossing. This assumes that all the 
kinetic energy becomes zero (transfers to potential energy) once the stable 
system has been cleared. 
Although this assumption is not true, it has been found to be fairly close. 
This paper doesn't deal with it, but research has been done to improve on the 
second assumption. This is known as kinetic energy correction [11). 
The PEBS and other direct energy methods are computationally quicker than 
the traditional step-by-step simulations. Yet all of these direct methods are 
still fairly time-consuming. Numerical integration or at least multiple itera-
tion routines must be incorporated to compute V , or the fault-on trajectories. 
. cr 
The next chapter introduces a different form of the energy function - one that 
is strictly analytic in time and requires no iteration. 
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3. SERIES EXPRESSION OF THE ENERGY FUNCTION 
In this chapter a series form of the energy function is developed: 
Although an original form of the function, it is derived from the basic theories 
and equations of the energy method described in Section 2.2. Since the energy 
method seeks to find the critical clearing time, a "nice" form of the energy 
function would be one in which it is solely dependent on the variable time. A 
form such as this is a Taylor series. 
f"( ) 2 f(z) = f(a) + f'(a)(z- a)+ 21 a (z- a) + ••• 
f(n)(a) 
+ n! (z - a)n + ••• 
(3.1) 
If z is taken as time and letting a • 0, the new energy function is of the form 
... (3.2) 
The problem is: can the coefficients (Vi's) in (3.2) be found such that 
they i) exist and ii) are constants? Furthermore once such coefficients have 
been found, will the function (3.2) be "well behaved"? 
3.1. Single Machine Expression 
The same procedure used in developing the energy function will be used 
again - starting with the single machine model. 
To find the coefficients in (3.2) start with Equation (2.10) - the energy 
function for a single machine system with the same postfault and prefault con-
ditions. 
21 
1 2 s s V = -2 M w - P ( ~ - ~ ) - P ( cos ~ - cos ~ ) ( 3. 3 ) m e 
Recall that the relation between the angle (~) and t is given by (2.8). Since 
~ - e for a single machine, 
(3.4) 
The speed, w, is just the time derivative of (3.4) 
w- 26t (3.5) 
Substituting (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.3) gives 
(3.6) 
where ~(0) a ~s • a. Equation 3.6 is the left-hand side of Equation (3.2). The 
Vi's are computed by successive derivatives of (3.6) evaluated at t • 0. 
v0 • V(O) 
dV(t) 
v1 = dt 
t•O 
1 d2V(t) 
v2 = 2T dt2 
1 dnv<t> 
t•O 
v =~---
n nt dtn t•O 
Substituting (3.6) into (3.7) one finds 
(3.7) 
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v3 = 0 
B2P cos a 
v4-
e {3.8) 2 
v5 = 0 
-B3P sin a 
v6 • e 6 
v7 = 0 
-B4P cos a 
va = 
e 
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Notice that the first non-zero term is v2 , which corresponds to the kinetic 
energy. This is also the only K.E. term. Likewise, notice that all odd terms 
are zero due to the function being evaluated at t • 0, and the even terms 
corr~spond to powers of B· These even terms, starting with v4 , make up the 
potential energy series expansion. 
+ V t 0 + V tn+2 + 
n n+2 ... {3.9) 
So for a single machine system, 
23 
k+2 
2 1 _k_ 
V ~E =- V2(k) =- ( -1) TkJT rs--p e cos a k even 
k > 2 (3.10) 
k-1 
• (-1) 2 chi he sin a k odd 
In this form, given an initial condition and a fault condition, any coefficient 
can be calculated and needs to be calculated only once. Now the P.E. trajectory 
can be calculated simply by incrementing time. Equation (3.10) was also derived 
by substituting the series expansion of cos (a+ at2) into Equation (3.6) and 
collecting terms. Although consistent with the derivation presented, this tech-
nique can be very messy. 
used. 
To find t a similar algorithm to the one described in Section 2.2 is 
cr' 
1) 
2) 
3) 
Compute fault-on a's and a's 
Compute coefficients in energy expansion 
Find Vmax with fault-on trajectory PE 
vmax v 
PE • cr 
4) Find time, tel' such that 
5) This t 1 is t c cr 
At first glance it may not be obvious where the computational saving occurs in 
this expansion method. There is more work initially for the expansion method 
24 
because the series coefficients must be computed. But once a and B and in turn 
the coefficients are found, the only variable left is time. But with all 
existing methods, the fault-on S's and w's must be reevaluated at every time 
step in the trajectory. 
Consider again the single machine system described in Section 2.1. In this 
system tcr a 0.214 second (Equation (2.9)). Using the series expansion 
method with just two terms in the potential energy series, i.e., 
the t found is 0.3024 second. Although this is not very close, a critical 
cr 
clearing time can be found with just two coefficients. With three coefficients 
in the potential energy, 
we find 
t a 0.1950 sec. 
cr 
Continuing with four coefficients, 
we find that 
t • 0.204 sec. 
cr 
(3.12a) 
(3.12b) 
(3.13a) 
(3.13b) 
Using up to five coefficients the critical clearing time is within one percent: 
t • 0.215 sec. The trajectory plots for the first few coefficients are shown ~ 
cr 
in Figures 3.la - d. 
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Figure 3.1. Single machine potential energy trajectories for 2, 3, 4 and 5 
terms in the series. 
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If an infinite number of coefficients were computed, the trajectory and 
clearing time would be exact. Obviously, this would defeat the purpose of this 
fast method. Therefore the series is truncated after a certain number of coef-
ficients. For this single machine case, five potential coefficients were 
suffici-ent. But five coefficients may or may not be necessary for all 
systems. The next sections and following chapter will delve more deeply into 
the series expansion method. Likewise, the method will be generalized for a 
multimachine system. 
3.2. Multimachine Expression 
The theories and mathematics used to develop a multimachine series 
expression are the same as the single machine expression, but a slightly dif-
ferent approach is used. From the single machine expression it was sh~wn that 
t 'he kinetic energy term is isolated from the potential energy terms. The 
energy expansion is the potential energy expression plus the kinetic energy 
expansion. We start the multimachine series expression with finding the poten-
tial energy series. 
Recall that the energy function is a constant of motion. 
VPE + VKE ~ Constant when t > tel (3.14) 
The energies are the postfault equations evaluated at the faulted trajec-
tories. Then, using the definition of kinetic energy (2.23), Equation (3.14) can 
be rewritten as 
t > tel (3.15) 
Taking the derivative of Equation ~(3.15) gives 
t > tel (3.16) 
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And Equation (3.16) can be rewritten in the form 
(3.17) 
Since the first term in the series expansion (V0) is just a reference point and 
can be taken as zero (as found in the single m/ c expression) ., the remaining 
terms in the series are just successive derivatives of Equation (3.17). 
(3.18) 
There is an important _difference in the derivation of the single and multi-
machine expressions. This difference lies in the equation for ei(i.e., 
2 ei • ai + Bit ). Although exact for a single machine, this expression is not 
exact for a multimachine case. It also is a series in time 
e = a+ bt + ct2 + dt3 + et4 + ••• (3.19) 
where some coefficients are zero. Therefore using ei = ~ + Bi t 2 is in itself 
an approximation. We justify its use because it is a simple expression and it 
works exactly for a single machine case. Furthermore, this truncated Taylor 
series approximation has been shown to obtain good results in the PEBS method 
[ 12]. Using this approximation for e, wi • 2 Bit and Bi a ai - BcoA. Then 
Equation (3.17) becomes 
dVPE n n 2 
_d_t_. - L [P - L {cij sin ( aij + aijt ) 
i•1 mi j•1 
+ Dij cos (aij + aijt2)}] 2Bit 
where 
,.... ,.... 
(3.20) 
and similarly ai - Bj • Bij. Cij and Dij are the postfault parameters, and a 
and B are the fault-on trajectory constants. Notice that in Equation (3.20) 
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there is no path dependency for the Dij term. It should also be pointed out 
that a and B are not truly constants. They vary slightly throughout the trajec-
tory but are taken as constants for the benefit of speed in calculation. Taking 
successive derivatives of (3.20) gives 
d
3
3 VPE - - [t fi 2Bit + 4tSifi] 
dt 
d 
4
4 VPE - - [ L f i 2 Bit + 6 tf.i ii ] 
dt 
Or in closed form 
(3.21) 
a J 
i (3.22) 
Substituting this into Equation (3.18), the equation for the potential energy 
coefficients is 
v - -~E 
2(m - 1) 
ml m > 2 (3.23) 
The first term in Equation (3.22) drops out since it is evaluated at t • 0. 
Therefore the first coefficient~ identically zero in (3.23) is (V2) • . 
Up to this point no specification has been made on postfaulted and pre-
faulted systems; the equations hold for any general case. If we assume that the 
postfaulted and prefault systems are equal, the first four coefficients in the 
potential energy series are identically zero, since fi is zero at time zero, 
29 
(3.24) 
for postfault • prefault system. 
If the above is not the case and the postfault network is different, then 
the third coefficient, v2 , is not necessarily zero, since v2 is the summation of 
2fiailt·o· Although the function fi is being evaluated at t • 0, the right-hand 
side of the swing equation has the postfault Cij and Dij parameters, and there-
fore would only be zero if ci1 • ci~efault and ni1 • ni~efault. 
With this in mind, the following development is made with the specification 
that the postfault and prefault systems are equal (no line removal). It will be 
shown later how to implement unequal postfault and prefault systems • . 
Equation (3.23) is in a closed form, but the derivatives of fi must still 
be -calculated. To do so in a simplified manner, the following definitions are 
made below. Since 
define 
(3.25a) 
and 
(3.25b) 
With these definitions 
(3.26) 
and 
... 
df. 
1 
---dt 
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and (3.27) 
The right-hand side of the equations above are the sums of products and not 
products of the summations, 
... n 2 2 
(fif3ijt) • jl
1 
({cij sin (~j + f3ijt) + Dij cos (~j + f3ijt )} f3ij t] 
(3.28) 
* The same holds for fif3ij• Then, with the assumption of Equation (3.24), suc-
cessive derivatives of fi become derivatives of fi' or rewriting Equation (3.23) 
V 2(m - 1) 
~E = m! 
n 
L 
i•1 
m > 4 (3.29) 
Taking successive derivatives of fi finds 
2 A * A 2 
dtfi - 2(fi aij > - 4(fi aij t > 
3A .A 2 * 3 3 
dtfi - -12(fi sij t) - S(fi aij t > 
(3.30) 
... 
Since fi (and fi) is continuously differentiable~ these terms can be taken out 
A 
infinitely. Evaluating derivatives of fi at t • 0, the odd derivatives become 
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identically zero, and Equation (3.30) becomes 
(3.31) 
Taking these out further, a recurring form is noticed. The absolute value of the 
magnitude of the coefficients is 
lc I p! p - (p/2)! (3.32) 
where p is the pth derivative of fi and p > 2. Also, all odd powers of aij are 
* products of fi and all even powers of aij are products of fi. Next, define the 
following: 
(3.33a) 
and 
(3.33b) 
* These functions are constants which correspond to the fi and fi products 
(previously denoted by Equation (3.28)) evaluated at t • 0. Taking these 
definitions and the above observations, substitute (3.33) and (3.32) into 
Equation (3.29). 
k-1 
V a {-1) 2 
m 
k 
2(m ~ 1) (m- 2)! 
m! (m ~ 2)! 
• (-1)2 2(m- 1) (m- 2)! 
ml (m ~ 2)! 
where m a 2(k + 1). 
k odd 
k > 1 
k even 
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(3.34) 
The factorials above can be simplified further so that the closed form 
expression for any coefficient in the potential energy series is given by 
k-1 
v2(k+1) - (-1) 2 
k 
1 
(k+1)! 
2 1 
- (-1) (k+1)! 
k odd 
k > 1 
n 
l: ai ri k n 
i=-1 ' ' 
k even 
* where m = 2(k + 1) and r and r are defined by Equations (3.33). This 
expression is very similar to that obtained for the single machine case 
(3.35) 
(Equation (3.10)). As before, these coefficients are obtained from initial con-
ditions and need to be computed .only once for a given simulation. No integra-
tion or iteration is necessary for computing trajectories. 
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The kinetic energy is given by the single term series 
or (3.36) 
n 
- 2 
Now the total energy for any system is 
+ V t n + V tn+2 + n n+2 ••• (3.37) 
The coefficients do exist and can be found easily. Furthermore it can be shown 
that the above series is absolutely convergent for any value of time. (See 
Appendix A. ) 
Using the algorithm in Section 3.1, numerous simulations were run for the 
New England system described in Appendix B. The results obtained for tcr using 
a number of coefficients are shown in Table 3.1. With three and four coef-
TABLE 3.1 
CLEARING TIMES BY VARIOUS COEFFICIENTS IN POTENTIAL ENERGY SERIES 
Number of Coeff. in P.E. Series 
PEBS Step-by-Step 
Fault Bus 3 4 9 Method Simulation 
31 0.20 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.27 
35 0.20 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.27 
37 0.195 0.205 0.23 0.23 0.24 
(Rounded off to lOOth decimal place.) 
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ficients in the potential energy, series the results are fairly conservative com-
pared to the PEBS [13]. With five coefficients, for the systems in this report, 
the potential energy trajectory did not peak, i.e., V could not be obtained 
cr 
exactly. A typical trajectory with five coefficients is sketched in Figure 3.2. 
I 
Figure 3.2. Typical potential energy trajectory with five terms in 
the series. 
With more than nine coefficients in the series, differences in results are 
negligible. This may vary by one or two coefficients for different systems, but 
from limited experience, nine coefficients are usually sufficient. Even with 
nine coefficients, as seen in Table 3.1, results are slightly conservative com-
pared to those of the PEBS method. 
35 
Plots of the energy trajectories showed that the conservativeness is attributed 
to the kinetic energy approximation. Although the potential energy expansion is 
close to the PEBS trajectory, the kinetic energy trajectory increases more 
rapidly than that obtained by the PEBS method. The effect of this is a conser-
vative clearing time as sketched in Figure 3.3. 
TIME (sec) 
Figure 3.3. Sketch of one term kinetic energy series compared to PEBS 
kinetic trajectory. 
The critical energy (V ) obtained by both methods is close, but when found on 
cr 
the total energy trajectory, the increased kinetic energy causes a conservative 
tcr· Therefore a better approximation is needed for kinetic energy. 
3.3. Kinetic Expansion 
Recall that e • a + St2 is itself a truncated series approximation. 
Likewise, Equation (3.36) is just a single term series representing the kinetic 
energy with the above approximation for a. Therefore the kinetic energy can be 
expanded in a similar fashion to that of the potential energy. 
Equation (3.38) can also be thought of as an expansion of ~ 
+ k tn + 
n 
36 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
As in the potential energy series, the coefficients in (3.38) are found by sue-
cessive derivatives evaluated at t • 0. 
- 0 {3.40) 
• 
- 0 {3.41) 
(3.42) 
- 0 
(3.43) 
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(3.44) 
Just as with the potential energy expansion, the kinetic energy expansion can be 
carried out infinitely. This process is stopped at (3.44) because, as will be 
seen shortly, only two kinetic terms are necessary. Furthermore, only two 
kinetic energy terms could be implemented in the next chapter. Equation (3.42) 
is simply the kinetic energy term already computed by (3.36). Therefore we 
only need to find VK4 explicitly. All derivatives of fi (evaluated at t • 0) 
have been found in the previous section. The only difference here is that fi 
is computed with fault-on parameters, since w is the fault-on speed. Then 
Equation (3.44) becomes 
n 1 * VK·-I-r w 4 i=1 3! i,k,n l 
• 
r* is defined by Equation (3.33b) but with fault on Cij and Dij's. wi is 
found at t • 0 from the swing equation, i.e., 
t•O 
But this is just the definition of Bi. 
(3.45) 
(3.46a) 
(3.46b) 
Then substituting back into (3.45), the coefficient of the second term in the 
kinetic energy series is 
1 n *f 
vK4 • - ~ I ai r i 1 
.> i=-1 ' ,n 
(3.47) 
Now the total energy series can be described as 
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+ V tn + V tn+2 + 
n n+2 • • • 
(3.48) 
With two terms, the kinetic energy trajectory is much closer to the PEBS, 
and the results obtained are less conservative. Results of the series method 
using kinetic expansion are shown in Table 3.2. It seems that the series method 
works more consistently with larger systems, as is usually the case with the 
PEBS method also. All results obtained for the two systems are within 5% of the 
PEBS method. This method was also tried on the 7-machine Cigre system shown in 
Appendix C. 
If line removal is necessary, such that the postfault and prefault network 
configurations are not the same, the only change will be an emergence of a 
v2 term in the potential energy series. This term would be calculated 
separately because it depends on the whole fi' not fi. The program used in this 
report does not calculate .V2; therefore the equation for v2 (3.23) would have to 
be added. Note that the remaining equations for P.E. coefficients need not be 
changed since they hold for any general case. 
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TABLE 3.2 
CLEARING TIMES WITH TWO TERM KINETIC EXPANSION 
9 Coeff. P.E. 
PEBSt t Fault Trajectory Step-by-Step 
Bus w/2 Term K. Exp. Sim. 
31 0.230 - 0.235 0.24 0.27 
35 0.235 - 0.240 0.24 0.27 
37 0.225 - 0.230 0.23 0.27 
(a) New England 10-machine System 
9 Coeff. P.E. Step-by-step tt 
Bus 2 Term K. Expansion PEBS Sim. 
1 0.370 - 0.375 0.35 - 0.36 0.35 - 0.36 
2 0.370 - 0.375 0.352 0.34 - 0.35 
3 0.415 - 0.420 0.39 - 0.40 0.39 - 0.40 
4 0.490 - 0.495 0.49 - 0.50 0.51 - 0.52 
5 0.420 - 0.425 0.412 0.41 - 0.42 
6 0.505 - 0.510 0.49 0.52 - 0.53 
(b) Cigre 7-Machine System 
t Ref. [13] 
t t Ref. [ 11] 
4. T IN A CLOSED FORM cr 
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In this chapter the need for computing trajectories, to obtain the critical 
clearing time, is circumvented. The elegant form of the energy function 
described in the previous chapter is used to obtain an estimate of t in a 
cr 
closed form. It is an estimate because a number of approximations are made 
again for the primary goal of computational speed. Essen~ially, the computer 
will perform the intermediate steps and output t directly. The procedure used 
cr 
to obtain this closed-form expression follows the algorithm described in the 
previous section. 
The first step is to find Vcr directly. Recall that Vcr is the peak of the 
potential energy trajectory. Since the series expression is valid for all time, 
Vcr is just the point where the slope is zero. This occurs at the time when its 
derivative is zero. 
(4.1) 
Carrying out the derivation, (4.1) becomes 
(4.2) 
Obviously, it is very difficult to find solutions to the above nth degree polyno-
mial without the use of multiple iteration routines. Here is where the dif-
ficulty arises and is the reason for results being estimates. To find the time 
at which V occurs, the series in (4.2) is truncated after the third coef-
cr 
ficient. 
(4.3) 
Factoring out t 3 (this is the trivial solution, t • 0), Equation (4.3) is writ- · 
ten in quadratic form. 
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(4.4) 
Now tPE is easily found by the quadratic formula. 
max 
2 -6v6 ± h6v~ - 134V4v8 
tPE - 2V4 max 
(4.5) 
The useful solution must be positive and real. For the systems encountered in 
this report all the coefficients took on the sign values denoted by Equation 
(3.35), i.e., 
v4 - positive; v6 - neg; v8 - neg; v10 - pos; etc. 
In general, the negative sign on the square root gives the useful solution to 
Equation (4.5). The time which V occurs is then 
cr 
(4.6) 
To obtain Vcr' or the estimate in this case, plug tPE into the complete 
' max 
potential energy series. 
+ + (4.7) 
As mentioned earlier, nine coefficients (up to v20 ) are usually sufficient. Once 
Vcr is computed, tcr is the time at which the total energy is equal to Vcr· 
(4.8a) 
Expanding this in series form gives 
••• - vcr (4.8b) 
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Tcr is found by truncating the above series and using the quadratic formula 
again. 
In Equation (4.9) only one potential energy coefficient is used. No peak 
occurs with one coefficient, but a peak is not necessary since only a value on 
the total energy trajectory is being found. Although it would be helpful if the 
initial trajectory slopes were close to the full series, this is not exactly 
true for one and two coefficients in the potential energy series. In fact, the 
trajectory increases more rapidly and has higher values with one or two coef-
ficients. This in turn causes the total energy to be higher also. For larger 
systems, the effects of this are not as great, since larger kinetic energy values 
tend to water down errors in the smaller potential energy terms. With more than 
two coefficients the slopes are fairly close initially, as shown in Figure 4.1. 
With this in mind, t is only approximated by cr 
Equation (4.10) is the closed-form expression for t • 
cr 
(4.10) 
It is a three-step 
solution, but a closed form nonetheless. The critical clearing time estimates 
using this procedure are shown in Table 4.1. As expected, the results are only 
as good as the results using three coefficient trajectories (some of these 
were shown in Table 3.1), since only three are used to find the peak potential 
energy. Likewise, using only one P.E. coefficient in (4.10) causes the total 
energy to be high and compounds the error slightly. 
TABLE 4.1 
CRITICAL CLEARING TIME ESTIMATES 
USING QUADRATIC AND CUBIC N-R PROCEDURES 
Faulted Quadratic Cubic N-R 
Bus 
31 0.218 0.234 
35 0.219 0.237 
37 0.209 0.226 
(a) New England System 
Faulted Quadratic Cubic N-R 
Bus 
1 0.316 0.371 
2 0.316 0.371 
3 0.341 0.4126 
' 
4 0.406 0.487 
5 0.366 0.420 
6 0.420 0.490* 
(b) Cigre System 
*Only one Newton-Raphson iteration was used in finding Vcr· 
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The error obtained in the estimates can be understood more clearly by 
looking at Figure 4.1a-b. This is a typical representation for the cases 
studied in this report. Figure 4.1a is a plot of the potential energy t~ajec-
tory using three, four, nine and 25 coefficients. A sketch of one and two coef-
ficients is entered for a visual aid. 
The plot of nine and 25 coefficients for this fault (Cigre, fault at bus 1) 
is almost identical. The initial trajectory is close for .all coefficients, but 
the time and peak occurrences differ. As more coefficients are used, the peaks 
move up and out in time approaching that of the full series.* 
To obtain more accuracy, a cubic equation can be used in Equations 
(4.4) and (4.9). This implements four coefficients of the potential energy 
series and still keeps the expression for t in a closed form. Unfortunately, 
cr 
results are only slightly better. These results are not shown but are com-
parable to those obtained in Table 3.1 with four coefficients. The solution to 
cubic equation can be found in most mathematical handbookst •. a 
To obtain more accurate results for tcr' the above procedures can be 
modified somewhat. TPE is found using either a cubic or quadratic solution. 
max 
Since this solution is fairly close to the full series, a one or two shot 
Newton-Raphson iteration will move the solution up the trajectory to a point 
almost exactly that of the full series solution. This is illustrated in the 
sketch of Figure· 4.2. Once V is found, t is obtained using a cubic or 
cr cr 
quadratic solution as before. This solution is on the truncated trajectory 
*The full series is assumed to be nine or more coefficients. 
t R. s. Burrington, Handbook of Mathematical Tables and Formulas. New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1973. 
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of the total energy, which is a higher sloping trajectory than the full series 
trajectory. Therefore, evaluating the full series at tcr est and using a one-
shot N-R iteration, the value obtained for t will be much more accurate. The 
cr 
modified procedure can be summarized as follows: 
1. Use truncated series to find tPE , either cubic or quadratic 
max 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
solution. 
Evaluated VPE full series at tPE 
max 
Use two-step Newton-Raphson iteration to obtain V 
cr est• 
Use truncated total energy series to find t t' either cubic 
cr es 
·or quadratic. 
Evaluate total energy "full" series using t obtained in · 
estimate 
step 4. 
6. Find t using a one-step N-R. 
cr 
This modified procedure is very accurate. The results are also shown in 
Table 4.1. 
negligible. 
The extra computation time used for the three iteration steps is 
The major drawback, though, is that the t obtained in this 
cr 
procedure is no longer in a closed-form expression. The three iteration steps 
used for accuracy cannot be expressed in a direct equation. Therefore if truly 
closed form for tcr is needed, the straight c~bic approximation must be used. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
A very fast method for determining transient stability has been presented. 
The energy function is expressed as an analytic series in time, and truncation 
of the series after nine coefficients is sufficient for systems in general. It 
also seems that the series method is more consistent with larger systems. The 
accuracy obtained for tcr is not exact, but results are comparable to the PEBS 
method. Although h~gher-order models or kinetic energy correction have not been 
implemented in this method, these current techniques can be applied similarly to 
the series energy function for accuracy improvement. Furthermore, any sys-tem 
equations, no matter how complicated, can be implemented in this energy function 
as long as they are continuously differentiable in time. Governor or damping 
models which have been neglected previously may finally be expressed within the 
energy function. 
Perhaps the most significant aspect of this series expression is obtaining 
a closed-form expression for the critical clearing time. Although accuracy 
suffers slightly in a closed form, it lends itself to consideration in sen-
sitivity and energy margin applications. If more accuracy is necessary, the 
cubic solution for t with two N-R iterations obtains good results. 
cr 
It cannot be expected that this method will totally replace traditional 
methods, but the simplicity of the series energy function can be used for quick 
estimation or location of areas which may need more in-depth investigation. 
Furthermore, it might be possible to obtain a ''superfast" method. The 
energy coefficients are constants derived from the initial network loading 
parameters and fault dependent constants. If these two could be separated into 
individual coefficients, stability simulations could be run by just varying -
fault or load conditions without changing the other. We feel methods such as 
this will make on-line dynamic security assessment a practical reality. 
( 
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APPENDIX A 
CONVERGENCE OF THE POTENTIAL ENERGY SERIES 
Since in actuality a machine, under fault, will gain kinetic energy until 
it flies apart or is stopped by governor action, it is unnecessary to show 
kinetic convergence. It is easy to see th~t as long as time is finite the 
kinetic energy is also finite. Therefore only convergence of the potential 
energy series is shown here. The potential energy series is in essence an 
alternating series of the form 
k-1 I (-1)_2_ ck 
m=1 (m/2)! m=l 
L v m -v - m • 2(k + 1) (A.1) 
where Cis a finite constant representing the ·initial fault and loading coef-
ficients. This assumes, realistically, that the fault-on acceleration is 
finite. Convergence is proven by the ratio test. 
If 
lim • L 
and L < 1 then ta is absolutely convergent. -Proceeding 
n 
lim vm+1 • L 
m+~» vm 
k+GD k 
< _1 )2 c<k+1) 
~~ + 1)! 
• lim k-1 
m+~» ~-122 ck k+GD (m/2)! 
(A.2) 
= lim 
m+oo 
k+oo 
= lim 
m+oo 
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k 
(-l)k-1 c 
m 
2 
c 
= 0 
m 
2 
Therefore the limit of the potential energy series does converge to some value 
eventually. The reader should note that the "fault on _time" does not need to be 
less than one second, only finite. The first few or many terms of the series 
may be large, but the factorial in the denominator will eventually make the 
coefficients become smaller. The fact that most clearing times are much less 
than one second only aids the convergence process. 
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APPENDIX B 
39 BUS, 10-MACHINE NEW ENGLAND TEST SYSTEM 
TABLE B.1 
GENERATOR DATA 
' Generator Bus xd H v PGEN 
1 39 0.0060 500.0 1.0300 10.0000 
2 31 0.0647 30.3 0.9820 *SLACK* 
3 32 0.0531 35.8 0.9831 6.5000 
4 33 0.0436 28.6 0.9972 6.3200 
5 34 0.1320 26.0 1.0123 5.0800 
6 35 0.0500 34.8 1.0493 6.5000 
7 36 0.0490 26.'4 1.0635 5.6000 
8 37 0.0570 24.3 1.0278 5.4000 
9 38 0.0570 34.5 1.0265 8.3000 
10 30 0.0310 42.0 1.0475 2.5000 
TABLE B.2 
LOAD DATA 
BUS p Q 
3 3.2200 0.0240 
4 5.0000 1.8400 
7 2.3380 0.8400 
8 5.2200 1.7600 
12 0.0750 0.8800 
15 3.2000 1.5300 
16 3.2940 0.3230 
18 1.5800 0.3000 
20 6.2800 -1.0300 
21 2.7400 1.1500 
23 2.7450 0.8460 
24 3.0860 0.9220 
25 2.2400 0.4720 
26 1.3900 0.1700 
27 2.8100 0.7550 
28 2.0600 0.2760 
29 2.8350 0.2690 
31 0.0920 0.0460 
39 11.0400 2.5000 
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TABLE B.3 
LINE DATA 
FROM TO R X B 
BUS BUS 
1 2 0.0035 0.0411 0.6987 
1 39 0.0010 0.0250 0.7500 
2 3 0.0013 0.0151 0.2572 
2 25 0.0070 0.0086 0.1460 
3 4 0.0013 0.0213 0.2214 
3 18 0.0011 0.0133 0.2138 
4 5 0.0008 0.0128 0.1342 
4 14 0.0008 0.0129 0.1382 
5 6 0.0002 0.0026 0.0434 
5 8 0.0008 0.0112 0.1476 
6 7 0.0006 0.0092 0.1130 
6 11 0.0007 0.0082 0.1389 
7 8 0.0004 0.0046 0.0780 
8 9 . 0.0023 0.0363 0.3804 
9 39 0.0010 0.0250 1.2000 
10 11 0.0004 0.0043 0.0729 
10 13 0.0004 0.0043 0.0729 
13 14 0.0009 0.0101 0.1723 
14 15 0.0018 0.0217 0.3660 
15 16 0.0009 0.0094 0.1710 
16 17 0.0007 0.0089 0.1342 
16 19 0.0016 0.0195 0.3040 
16 21 0.0008 0.0135 0.2548 
16 24 0.0003 0.0059 0.0680 
17 18 0.0007 0.0082 0.1319 
17 27 0.0013 0.0173 0.3216 
21 22 0.0008 0.0135 0.2548 
22 23 0.0006 0.0096 0.1846 
23 24 0.0022 0.0350 0.3610 
25 26 0.0032 0.0323 0.5130 
26 27 0.0014 0.0147 0.2396 
26 28 0.0043 0.0474 0.7802 
26 29 0.0057 0.0625 1.0290 
28 29 0.0014 0.0151 0.2490 
~ 37 I I I '1 25 26 I I 28 29 l I J., 30 
w ®38 2 I 
18 27 24 
I I 17 I 
16 
39 
3 35~ cp 15 w 21 22 I 
4 I I I 14 
5 
6 12 19 23 
I I I 
20 ! 1 w w aT- ct31 w L_ 13 1 *36 II ct34 i33 10 
. 
w 
9 32 
Figure B.l. Thirty-nine bus, 10 generator New England test system. 
APPENDIX C 
CIGRE 7-UACHINE TEST SYSTEM 
TABLE C.l 
GENERATOR DATA 
Bus Xd(t) H PGEN v 
1 0.074 11.3477 *SLACK* 1.0516 
2 0.074 11.3477 2.30 1.0379 
3 0.062 19.30715 2.56 1.0391 
4 0.049 17.9829 3.00 1.0095 
s 0.118 7.74735 1.20 1.0070 
6 0.071 12.76145 1.60 1.0119 
7 0.087 10.7068 1.74 1.0112 
(t)values are expressed in a 100 MVA base and include 
transformers reactance. 
TABLE C.2 
LOAD DATA 
Bus p Q 
4 6.5 4.05 
s 2.0 1.2 
6 0.8 0.3 
7 0.9 0.4 
8 1.0 o.s 
9 2.3 1.4 
10 0.9 0.45 
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TABLE C.3 
LINE DATA 
Bus R X B 
1-3 0.0099 0.0484 0.2025 
1-4 O.OQ9_9 0.0484 0.1012 
3-4 0.0119 0.0780 0.3037 
3-5 0.0450 0.1237 0.2025 
3-9 0.0115 0.0553 0.2025 
4-2 0.0040 0.0198 0.2025 
4-6 0.0075 0.0198 0.1012 
4-9 0.0488 0.1916 0.2025 
4-10 0.0164 0.0652 0.3037 
5-10 0.0164 0.0638 0.3037 
6-8 0.0188 0.0628 0.2025 
7-8 0.0119 0.0780 0.3037 
8-9 0.0488 0.1916 0.2025 
57 
--225 kV 
10 
Figure C.l. Seven-machine test system. 
APPENDIX D 
PROGRAM LISTING 
58 
A number of programs were used for efficiency. In order not to duplicate 
efforts, many of the programs used already existed from K. D. Demaree's thesis 
[13]. They have since been slightly modified and a major addition was put in 
program VM to implement the series expansion method. The flow chart, Figure 
D.1, is also taken from reference [13]. · Program NR is a Newton-Raphson load 
flow. Program BASE generates data which are common to all contingencies for 
given loads. Program FY computes the faulted and postfaulted reduced Y-
matrices. Program STAB is the stability program. VM is one of the stability 
programs which can be used. The ser'ies expansion is included in VM as a group 
of interacting subroutines. 
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file: INNR 
file: OUTNR: LDFL 
,-------file: GENOAT 
BASE 
file: INKIM 
file: OUTNEL file: INPOSF 
file: OUTSTAB 
Figure D.l. Program flow chart. 
c 
c 
E 
c 
c 
c 
P~OG~AM N~(lNPUTrOUTP~TLlNNR,OUTNR,TAPEl~lNN~ 
+ ,TAPE2aOUTNH 1 T•PES~lNPUT 1 T PE~aOUTPUT) 
PWS VERSION 1.00 
THEN PV 1 THEN SLACK BUS 
"i" "3" 
TO RUN OECOUPLEO LOAD FLow, SET IOCUP~l 
NED802 • 1 1 
ALl OATA I'IEAO IN 
IF NEED TO OtVIOE THE ~INE CHARGING 
SUSEPTtNCE BY 2.0 
60 
c 
11 
~~ 
14 
c 
C . 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 501 CONTINUE 
c C JAC0~1AN FO~MEO 
c 
c 
c 
e 
c 
S!T UP FO~ L.tJ 
oo 40 Iat,~EQ 
Ftll••F(l) 
CONTINUE 
NaNEQ 
~ CALL LU FACTO~lZATlON SUBROUTINE 
c 
E 
c IF CIDCUP,NE~t) GO TO 3~qq 
CAlL ~U(JaC,~,x,NPWPV) 
61 
3bfl8 
fbqq 
c 
c 
c 
370~ 
c 
CALL LU(JAC,F,X,NEQ) 
CflNTlNUE 
0 0 4 3 ~ = 1 , N P r~ P V OF.LT Il•OfLTCil•X(l) 
CONTlN E 
DO 44 I•1 1.NPQ NXaNPWPv+l 
VM(l)•VM(l)+X(NX) 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 111 
ENO Olf L.OOP 
CONTINUE 
MAlllTFtal 
CONTINUE 
CO~PUTE POWEWS INJECTED ANO WRITE R!SU~TS 
CALL NRUUT(NUM1T 6MAXITR~!~R,P 1 Q 1 NBUS 1 VM 1 0E~T,YM 1 • THETAY,~L,QL 1 I RO,I8TTP 1 Y,IlOUT,J~oUTJ STOP . 
ENO 
62 
c 
E 
c 
c 
. l~tit~ 
930 
950 
130 
c 
c 
E 
c 
SUBRUUTIN¥ NRIN(NP~LNPV~£RR 1 MAXIT,l0CUP, 
• N~UStP~ 1~L~QL 1 IOwO£~M 1 0ElT,ISTY~,y 
• 1 YM 1 ~~ - ,, LOUT,JLuUTJ 
SUBROUTINE N~lN ; GATI•ER~ DATA FO~ PMUGRAH NR 
INTEGEH 10~0(40) 1 18TVPC40l 
REAL P(40),~(40)fPL(. 40) 1 QL(A0) 1 VM(4~) 1 0ELTt40) 
• ~VM(40t40) 1 THE AY(40{40) COMPLEX y(40 1 40) 1 Z 1 YS,~Z 
FORM THE Y MATRIX 
CZ•CMPLXC0.,0,) 
63 
64 
65 
SUBRUUTir~E L.U(A,S,X,N) 
c C LU FACTORIZATIUN SUB~OUTIN~ 
c 
180 
213 
2~3 
233 
333 
3~3 
66 
c 
c 
c 
·c 
t 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
872 
873 
310 
300 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE FJAC(NPY 1 NP~PV,NAUS,IOCUP 1 JAC 1 VM 1 
• OELT,Y~,T~ETA.v) 
SU~ROUTINE FJAC t FOHMS THE N~ JACOBIAN 
IOCUP • 1 , ONLY FORMS OP(K)/OOELT(L) 
ANO OQ(K)/OVM(I.) 
INTEGER NPQ,NPYPV 1 N8US,IOCUP REAL JAC(7~,70),VM(40) 1 0ELT(40),~M(40 1 40) 1 THETAY(40 1 40) 
OP(K)IOUELT(l.) 
? 
? 
1 
00 2~0 K•t 1 NPQPV Oll 210 l.111 1 NPQPV ~ACJ~~ . 
l~lK 8kQ Ll GO TO 87~ JAC(lAtf,JACJ)•VM(~)•VM(L)•YM(K,L)•SlN(OELT(K) 
·O!LT(L)•THETAV(~,L)) 
GO TO 871 JAC(JAC1,JACJ)•~,0 
DO ~2~ 1'1•t 1 N8US 
J • i 1 ~ ~ 8l' ~ ~ ~-t !a i e ~ ~ ~ t; fAit i ~ l;; ~ ~ f ~ l * 'M c M , K , ., 
(;ONT l•~Ut:; JAC(JACl,JACJl=JAC(JACI,J~CJ)*VM(K)+VM(K)*YM(K,K)• 
SIN(wTrlETAY(K,Kll•VM(K) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
67 
814 
87& 
520 
877 
St~ 
5~0 
68 
'1 
? 
o000 
700 
47 
SUSRUUTIN! ~R0UT(NUMIT 1 MAXITR,ER~tPfQ'-N8USrVM,OE~T, 
+ YMLTHETAYtPLL~LtlU~UtiBTYP,Y,lLUU ,J~OUTJ 
INTEbER 10RV(4~l HTYP 4~) ~EAL P(40)L~(40)iVH(40) 1 0£~T(~0) 1 YM(40 1 4~), 
+ THETAY(4~t40),PL(40),YL(4~l 
COMPLE~ Y(4~ 1 401 1 SLINE,V(4~l 
scst 
c C PwlNT TABLE wiTH StMEOUALtO LOAD PRlURlTY 
c C tORD IS HOW PHYSICAL 8USES ARE OROE~EO IN NR 
c 
c 
69 
70 
c 
c (.; 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
E 
c 
c 
PROGRAM ~ASE(lNPUTlOUT~UTtGENOATtlNNR,OUTNR~lNFV,. lNKlM 
1 fTAPE2t•GtNDAT,T P~2•0U N~ 1 TAPe1•1NN~,TAPt22•I~FY, . 
1 APE23•Ir~KIM) 
PwS VE~StON &.0~ 
P~OGRA~ SASE COMPUTES "LINES" OF T~E PREFAU~T Y MATRIX :~~~ ~=ky~~~~R~:[E~~ftk ~~~':a~gR,~~U~~APUTEO AL~ LOAOS AHE CONVERTEU TO IMPEDANCES 
INPUTS: T~E GENERATOR DATA (xo• AND ~ ,ROM FILE GENOAT) 
THE LlNE OATA (FROM INNA) . 
THE LUAO FLOW DATA ~,~OM OUTNR~ (NOTE: "EA INGS OElETP 0 tN UUTNR) GE~ BUS • TV E 2 OR TV 3 
REwiND 1 
REwiND 2 
REWIND 21 
REWIND ~~ 
REW!ND a3 
CAt..L I~OAT 
STOP 
ENO 
LOAD ~US a TYPE 1 
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c 
E 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
E 
c 
~ 
c 
~ 
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SUBROUTINE INOAT 
~U~ROUTlNE INDAT READS IN OATA ANO FORMS "LINES" OF THE V8US MATRIX WITH LOAO~ MODELED AS CONSTANT IMPEOANCES 
ANO ALL GENfWATOR TEMlNALS AUGM!NTeo wiTH THEIR lNTERNA~ 
NUDE (VOLTAGE ~EHINO XO') 
THE VBUa ~~ REOWOEREO AS ,uLLOw~: lNTERNAL GENERATOR SUSES, 
GENE~ATOR TERMINAL BU~ES, THEN LOAD 8USES, . (USING ARRAY POINT) 
NEOaOc•l lF NEEO TO OtVIO! TrlE LINE C~ARGING 
SUSCEPTANCE BY 2 
THE ORDERING OF BUSES lS AS FOLLOWS 
1 TO NGEN • INTEHNAL NODES INNT~E UROER O' GENEHlTOR NUHSE~l G 
NGEN+l TO ~•NGEN • GENERATO~ TERMINAL BUSES IN TH! OWOER OF GENERATOH NUM8ERING 
2•NGEN+1 TO NAUS+NGEN • REMAINt~G 8USES IN NUMERICAL 
OWOER AS REAO IN 
INTEGER NSU5tNGENtPOINT(S0),8USNUM,lPGNT8(20) 1 lPSTGN(50) 
+ ,1BA(100),~8A(l~0) 
REAL VMAG(201tVANG(20)~XOP(20) 1 H(2~l,TVM.~ 1 TVANG,MV 1 RV 
+ fAP TAPA( ~0) PM(~~ 
cuAPLEl V8U~ 50,~~l,ZE o,SGEN,SLOAO,Z,ZCIP,VREU(~0,20),CXOP 
+ 1 R02 1 ZA(1~0),R0cA(100) 
c 
c 
bO TO 2010 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE a~10 120 
c SKIP TO LINE OATA !N INNR c 
00R~:~(J 8{~~~~~ 5 tSUS 1~03 FORMAt l4l 
~q~ CUNTtNUE 
C READ LINE DATA 'ROM INNR 
c 
c 
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r 
1030 
150 
1031 
1&0 
c 
E 
3002 
3001 
HEA0(1,1018) . I8 1 J8 1 Z 1 ~02,TAP FO~MAfl21~,5Ft0.4) 
FORM INFY 
NAlBH•NAZI:\H+l 
IRA (NAZtH~} al r3 
J8l(NAZ!i~)aJB 
ZA(NAZBrt)•Z 
802A(NAZtil-()•60~ 
TAPA(NA£Bt()•TAP 
CUNTlNUE 
fo-ORM FILE "INFY" 
~M~~i~t~f1f2q)N,N8US,NAZ8~,NEDB02 
00w~1~E~2~~~~030) t,POINT(l) 
FORMAT(2 5) 
CONTINUE 
00 ~A~'EJ;,~·~i~i~~ I8A(I),J8A(t),ZACil,802A(l),TAPA(I) FO~MAl,2 4 1 5Ft~.~) CONTINUE 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
E 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
P~OGHAH ~A~e(INPUT,OUTPUTfGENOAT 1 1NNR,OUTNRLINFV~tNKIM 1 tTAPE21•GtNOAT 1 TAPE2~0u NR,TAPe1•1NNR,TAPt22•lNFY 1 ? APE23:1Nt'.lM) 
PwS VEHSION 7,0~~ 
P~OGRAM BASE COMPUTES "LINES" OF THE PREFAULT Y MATRlX 
:t~~ ~~~yt~7~R~~~E~~~~ ~B~,~~tg~,s~o~~MPUTtO 
ALL LOADS AHE CONVfRTEO TO IMPEDANCES 
INPUTSs THE GENERATOR OATA CXO' ANO H FROM 'ILE GENOAT) 
THE LlNE nATA (F~QM lNNR) 
THE ~UAD FLOw OATA (FROM OUTNR) (NOTE& HEAOlNGS DE~E!EO lN OUTNRl 
GEN BUS • TYPE 2 0~ TYrE 3 
kEWJNO 1 REW Nr) 2 
REWlNO 21 
~Ewt~O 22 
~!WINO 23 
CALL lNOtT 
STOP 
C:NO 
LUAU 8US • TYPE l 
75 
c 
c 
c 
c 
E 
c 
c g 
c 
c 
E 
t 
c 
E 
c 
E 
76 
SUBROUTINE lNDAT 
SUBROUTINE INOAT READS IN OATA ANU FOHMS "LINES" OF THE 
VbUS MATkl~ WlTH LOADS MOOELEO AS ~ONSTANT IMPEDANCES 
ANO ALL GE~ERATOR TEMlNALS AUGMENTfO WtT~ THEI~ INTERNAL 
NUOE (VOLTAGE ~EHINO xn•) 
THE VSU~ 1~ ~EOHOERED AS ,OLLOWSI INTERNAL GENERATOR 6USES, 
GENERATOR TERMINAL BU~ES, THEN LO•O BUSES, (USING A~~AY POINT) 
NE0802•1 lf NEED TO UIVIOE THE ~lNE CHAHGING SUSCEPTANCE BY a 
THE OkQEHlN~ UF dU~ES lS AS FOLLOWS 
1 TO NGEN • INTEHNAL NODES lN THE ORDER OF 
GENERAT~R NUMBERING 
N'E~+1 TO 2•NGEN • GENERATO~ TERMINAL BUSES lN THE 
UROER OF ~ENERATOH NUMBE~lNG 
2*NGEN+1 TO N8US+NGEN a REMAINING ~USES ~~ NUMERICAL 
O~OER A$ ~EAO IN 
INTEGER N8U~,NG~N,POINT(~0),eUSNU~,IPGNT8(c0) 1 1PBTGN(50) 
+ ,IBA(1~~),J8A(10~) 
~EAL ~MAu(20JLVANGC2~) 1 XOP(20),~(20) 1 TVMAG 1 TVANG,MV,~V + TAP T4PA(1~0) PM(20J 
coAPLEX Y&US(50~~~l,Z£~U,SGEN,SLUAO,z,zc1P 1 Y~E0(20,20),CXOP 
• ,802,ZA(100),~02A(t00) . 
2l'.0'5 
c 
2001 
c 
2010 
120 
c 
c 
c 
GO TO c01"' CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
~EAD LINE UATA FROM lNNN 
oo 130 I•t,r ... ze~ 
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1~18 C TO 
1~30 
15~ 
1"-'31 1&0 
c 
c 
c 
30~~ 
30~2 
3001 
78 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~ 
c 
c 
c 
~ 
c 
c 
te 
P~OGRiM FV(~NPUTLOUTPUT6 INFY,YPOSFt~FONfGENOAT 1 0UTNR, ? TAPE2~•1NFYtlA~Ea4aYP SFtTAPE21•~fNOA 1 T~PE2=0UTN~ 
? ,T~PES•lNPU 1 TAPf~aOUTPU ,TAPE25•YFON) · 
PWS VEQSION 7. ,0~ 
~HOGH&M FV COMPUTES THE kfDUCEO Y MATRICES 
KEEPlNG UN~Y THE lNTEANA~ GENERATOR NOOES ~LL LOAOS ~E~E cONVERT~O TO IMPEOANCES 
INTEGER NSUS 1 N1 tFHUS CO~PLEX YSU~(50,50),YRED(20 1 20) 
CUH~ON IPF 
IPF•0 CONTINUE 
HE;,tiN8 a 
REWlN ~l 
~£~1~8 ~~ 
REwiNO c5 
CALL FYINlN,N~US 1 VSUS,lFBUS,ILOUTrJLOUT) 
CUNTROL TO SKIP SUBROUTINE EQANG ANQ 
FOkM FILE YfON tNSTEAO OF FtLE YPOSf 
IF(tPF,E~.~)GO TO q~0~ 
c 
90"0 
c 
CALL EQAt~G(lF8US 1 N 1 NaUSl 
CONTINUE 
CALL SNEL(N,N6US,Y6US 1 YR!D) 
c 
c 
t 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PWINT T.,.E NEw REDuCED Y MATRIX 
NGEN•N.,NSUS 
MUST P~lNT IN fHE cORWECT FILE 
IF(IPF,EG,0) GU TO q001 
THIS IS FOR F~LE yPOSF (THE EQUlLlSWIUM ANGLES WERE PRINTEO IN SU8R 1 EQANG) 
00 wS~Tlt~l~!~~01(V~ED(1,J),Jat,NGENl 
FOAMAT( 10,10.4) . 
CONTINUE wRITE{2~~1031) tFBUS 1 lLOUT 1 JLOUT FORMAT(" F8US•",I4 1 " l~OuTa",I~," J~OUT•",l4) 
GO TO 9~0a 
79 
c THIS IS FOR FlLE VFON 
c 
q00l 
Ct030 90 CONTINUE wWITE(~5,t03t) tFBUS,l~OuT,JLOUT 
C1031 
c 
c 
q0"2 c 
c 
IPFat 
GO TO 10 
CONTINUE 
STUP ENO 
80 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
E 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
E 
c 
t~t 
120 
81 
BUSES, 
2~30 
C!9q9 
2~31 
130 
c 
E FOR ,AULT AT A 6uS IFBUS•0 lF(lPF.EQ,l)AETURN 
c 
E tNTE~ACTIVE CONTkOL 
3~1"' 
3~11 
301~ 
3~13 
c 
82 
c 
c 
c 
t 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1~00 
SU8~0UTINE E~ANG(lf~US,N 1 N8U$) 
SUR~OUTlNE E~AN~ COMPUTtS THE E~Ul~lbR1UM ANGLES OF 
THE I N T E ~ N A L G J; N E H A T 0 k N I) l) E S AN (J W ~ 1 T E S THESE I N 
Flt.E YPOSF 
83 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE ~NEL(N,NM,V 1 VN) 
5U8ROUTINE SNE~ IS A NODAL ELIMINATION SCHEME THAT SAVES THE FI~ST "NGEN" NODES OF T~E AUGMENTED 
V MATWlX 
84 
79 
~12 
ett 
c 
c YN FU~MATlON COMPLETED RETURN 
END 
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c g 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
E 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
E 
86 
P~OG~AM YM(INP~T,OUTPUT 1 JNKlM 1 YF0NtYPOSFt0UTVM2 1 0UTVMj 7 OUTVM~ OUTVMS OUTVMB PLOTS TAPEta1~PUT APf2aUUTPUTt ·?fAPE5al~KIM,TA~E&aYF0~ 1_ TAPEf:YPOSFtT~~EA:OUTVM~~TAPE~=UUTVM3 1 1 fAPEt0aOUTYM4 1 TAPE11=uuTVMS,TAPEt~=OUTVMd,TAPt ]:PLOTS) 
P~S VE~SION 7.~0 
~Ra A001TJON 1 
P~O~RAM VM : COMPUTES POTENTIA~ ENERGY FUNCTION 
ANO V•FUNCflON A~ONG & TRAGECTO~Y 
U~l~G THE TAYLOR SERIES FOH STARILITY SlMU~ATION 
w~ILE UPDATING THE EXPANSION EVE~V TUDP SECUNOS 
AND COMPUTES THE ENE~GY MA~GlN GIVEN A 
C~EA~lNG TtME FO~ THE PA~TICULAR fAULT 
Y~QN I FAULTED Y MATRI~ (REDUCED) 
Y~O~F Z ~OST fAULT Y MATRIX (REDUCED) 
t~TEGEW I J K NMACM R~•L TYPU~TfLA~T~NO{EMAG(10)fOELT}t0) 1 00ELTCl0lLM(10l, 
: ~~~~~~&~~~~~t ~}cg,!~t~~l~~~~~~~o~~~7~A~i0~;gstf~~l 
: :g~5~~~0~l0~~5gti~~~~t?~g~~~2~t~j~~!~l0~;~~i~0) 
+ ,CPUf(l0,1r.),TO,eET1(1~JtV~E(10),YPt(1~J,FlSAV(1~) 
C~MPLf~ Y(t~,l~),YPOF(t~,t~) 
k~~lMU 5 
R~WIND b 
RewiNO 7 
~t~INO 8 
RfwlNO q 
Hfwt~D 1~ 
R~wlNU 12 
RfWlNO 13 
RE'O IN CONSTANTS 
87 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
8(1, 
c 
c 
c 
2~1 
S T A~ T T 1 r1 t ~ E G I 1 F:: N T UJ F' L t r-4 G f .,. T :S T f ~ J 
CiJNTlNUt: 
uPOAlE THf. E.XPAtJ~l(Jr-1 (Ir LA~T UPIJATe NOT wiTHIN TUPU) (IJ~ TIME a TCl.~) 
lFCTlME ~T ~~~~l) bUT~ 2~3 lF(ARS(TfMt!TfLW).Lf lfSlEP)2 ~)) GO TO 2~1 !F((TIMt•TLUPOj.LT.lfUPO•TSTF~Ii.~l) . GO TO 203 
lF(TIMf ~~.TCLR) GO TU 2~1 CALL uP~C(U~ 1 0t 1 02 1 U~ 1 1>~ 1 Tl~E,Ta,NMACH,UEl.T,PM,C,O,M) 
~U TO 2~2 . 
tu~TlNtJt:. C A L L u P I) l: ( U ~) I. U \ 1 f) 2 1 t l.~ 1 I ' '" 1 T I ~ E 1 T U , N M A C ~ 1 0 E L f 1 P M 1 
+ C:POF,UPUF,M) 
CUNTlNU£ 
TLUPOaT tr1E 
CuNTlNUf. 
{Nr.~EME:.NT TIME 
88 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
i l t-~E aT 1 ,._,£ + T S T l;; 
UPOATE O€LTA•s ANO OMtGA•5 
CALL UPOU0(0~ 1 01 1 02 1 0J 1 04,TtME,T0 1 NMACH 1 DELT 1 0MtGA) 
CALL SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE ENfRGlE~ USING SERIES EXPANSION 
CALL VMk~(Q0 1 0~LTlME,NMACn,OPOf,CPUFL 
* V~tMU 1 VI"'EMH 1 VM8TUT 1 M1 Fl..AG 1 C1 tJ) FL.4Ga1r-'.~ 
PUT Ai~GLES ANLl OMEGAS IN CQA R~FERENCt. 
CALL SCOA(OELT,O~LTIC 1 0ELTC MT~NMACH,M) CALL SCOA(UMEbA 1 0MEGIC,UMGC~A 1 MT,NMACH,M) 
CAL~ SU8~0UTI~E TO COMPUTE V FUNCTIONS 
CALL VS(V~fVPP,VPC,V~OfVP,v 1 ~fOTH,FTUMLNMACH 1 0MEGlC, 
+ M,~~LMft~M ,uELTICtUtL lCS,u~LflCO,CPU~,OPOF, 
1 VICE 1 V Pt. 1 F .L ~A V 1 l.l tJ, 0 T U r J 
~HINT OuT C~A AN~LES ANU V FU~CllONS 
w~ITE(~,7~~2l TIME, 
+ S7.~qb*UfLTCL(O~LT!C(Jl•57,2q~,J•l,10), 
+ '{K 1 v~..-, VPC, V~O VP { V l. F!l) Tri 1 r= TU~i FU~M T(1A 1 F1.S 1 1{,t F~.~.t~ 1 F7.!t1X 1 3F7.2,4F8.4) CUNTINUf. 
COMPUTE 6ETA5 • T~E fAULT ON ACCE~ (APPHOX • BY CHANGES) 
OlVIDEU 8Y TWO (THETA:ALP~4+~ETA•T1ME•f1Mt) 
WwlTE 8EfA~ ANO FIS 
WwtTEll~r.75~3}Tl~E,(~tTA(J)LJa1 1 t~),(FtSAV(J),J•t,1~) 75~j FO~MArCt~,F7.5,10F&.~,SX,l~~b.2J c ·-
~~1TE SIN~LE MACHINE UIRECTIONAL UERlVATlVfS c 
c 
89 
l'3t 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
81t~ 
W~lTE ENfk~LtS ~~OM EX~ANSlON METrlOU 
~RtTE(1~ 1 8010) TtME 1 V~EMij 1 VPEMB,VM~TOT Wk!TE(13 1 b~S2) TIME 1 V~fMB 1 VPfM8 1 VMbTOT FO~MATC1X 1 ~E11.~) 
F tt f.t ~, AT ( l X 1 f 7 • S , 4 X 1 E 1 t • 4 , 2 ( 1 4 X 1 E l \ • 4 ) ) 
SA~E EHEkGY AT BREAKER TlMf 
tF((TlH~-T~Rl.Gf.(TSTtP/2.~)) GO TO 851 
VtH~:V 
CUNTINU€ 
lFCVP.~T.VPMAX) V~MAX:VP 
E~O TIME sE~MENT (OF LENGTH TSTtP) 
CHECI'\ IF Flr,.td~ftl 
lFfTIME.Lt..TftH>J r.;u TtJ ~~1 
90 
91 
SU8~UUTlNE y~tVK,VPP,VPC,VPq,V~,~lfTOTHl~TOM,NMACrl,O~~~~C, 
+ f'1 , pH l fH I f.> r1 T r 1.1 F.. L T l r: I l) E L T I c ~ , r) t l. r c 0 , c p u"' , f) p 0 F , v K l': , v p t , 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
tFlSAV 1 0P 1 t.lT(JTJ . 
? 
? 
? 
? 
F TR.ANS.,OS~ THETA 
CALL SPCUA(PCOA,CPOF,uPOF,NMACH,~MT,OELTlC) 
f" Tut-l:r~. 
FTOTH:v'•'" 
OTOT:~. 
OU 17~b 1~1 NMACH Fl:PM(t)•~(tl•PCOA/MT 
DOfl):ael. . 
00 17~7 J:l NNACM 
F ~fl-CPO,ci,Jl•SlNCOELTtCtl)·UELTICCJll• 
1 OPUF(l 1 J)•CUS(OtLT1C(ll•OfLT1C(J)) 
~707 
c 
CONTINUE. 
FTUT~:FTUTH+fl•CDELTlC(l)•OELfiCS(l)) 
FTUt-,~FTU•"'+F l•OMf.GlC l IJ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
VkE(l}:a~ S•OMtG!C(IJ•UMEGlC(I)*M(l) vPECI)•~~~Cll-~.s•tFJSAVCil•Fll•CU~LTlcttl-oELTicucill 
ODCI)•~~I•(DELTlC(l)•UE'LTtCS(ll) 
OTCJTaOTLJT+l)O (1) 
FtSAV(lJ:f-· 1 
OfLTlCU(lJ:OELT!C(I) 
t 1'-'b CLINT l :'I!Ut,. 
~ t T IJk r4 
E. NO 
E 
c 
( 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SU8~UUT1Nt UPUC(O~,U1,D2,03 1 04,T1Mt,TO,NMACH,UELT, 
+ P ~1 , C , I) , M ) 
(~ECTAN,ULAk FU~M OF Y MAT~IX) 
S U H ;;( 0 U T l N t. U to> n C : lJ P f) A T t. S T ~; f C 0 t F F l t: I EN T S U F l HE T A V l.. 0 R 
Sl'~IE.~ t:XPANSlON 
MUST HAVE ALL C U ~ F FE C It NT S (l.>t - S 1 IN l T t A L 1 Z t. 0 : 0 • ~ (UN I. Y HE f 0 foJ t:. T H t:. fo 1 R S T £NT FlY 1 NT U UP I) C ) 
92 
c 
c 
c 
c 
130 
SURROUTI~E UPOPU(0~ 1 01,1J2 1 U3,04,TIME,T0 1 NMACH,OELT,OM~GA) 
SUBROUTINE UPOOU UPDATE~ THE DELTA'S AND UM~GA•S USING THE 
COEFFICIENTS COMPUTED lN SUt3~0Uf1NE UPDC 
. I t-.TEGER NM ACH 
93 
REAL U0(10J 1 01(1~l,02(10) 1 03(l~),04(10),TIME,TO,OELT(1~) + OMEG4(101J 60 130 J•1 NMACH OELT(J):60CJ)+01(J1•(Tl~E-TOJ+02(J)I2.0•CTIME•T0)•*2•0+ 
? 03(J)/b 0*(TlME•TOl••3.0+04(J)124.~~CTIME•T0)•*4•0 
0MEGA(J)aat(J)+02(J)•(TlME•T0)+03(J)12.0•(TlME•T0)••2.0+ ' 
? 04(J)/~•0*(flM€·TUl••3.~ 
CO~TlNUE 
RETUHN 
ENO 
SUB~OUTINE SCUA(OELT,UELTIC,O~LTC,~T,NMACH,M) 
c 
c 
r. 
c 
c 
c 
SU6~0UTINE sco• : PUTS OELT INTO CENTER OF ANGLE REFERENCE 
lN A~~~;~g~~f!SlL11i~!&ELTCOA 
t00 
11~ 
c 
c 
c 
300 
(NOTE: OELTCaDELTC04J 
INTEGEW 1'4r14CH 
~EAL O~LT(1 0 ) 1 0ELTICC10),0ELTC,MT,M(10) OELTCz0 0 . 
OU 100 lat,NMACH 
OELTCaOfLTC+OELTCI)*~(l) 
CUNTINUE 
OELTCaOELTCJMT 
00 110 l•l,NMACH · 
OELTICC )aOELTCll•DE~TC 
CONTI NUt 
~ETURN 
ENU 
SuBROUTINE SPCOA(PCOA,C,O,NMACH,PMT,OELT) 
TMIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE PCOA 
REAL C(10 1 1a),O(l0,10),DELT(t~) 
N r1 M 1 • r-H~ A C t1 • 1 
PCOA•PMT 
00 100 l•1 1 NMMt 
1Pl•I•1 00 2~~ JaiP1 NMACH PC0Aa~COA•6(I 1 J)•COS(OELT(I)•OE~T(J))*2, CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
00 3~0 l•t,NMACH 
PC0Aato'CUA·O(t 1 l) CONTINUE 
RETURN 
F. NO 
S U ~ k 0 U T l N t ~ rot R H ~ I? ~\• t1 i? , T l t··t ~- t . t·.: r-t A':! r1 , 1~ P q F I. C P P. F , ' 
* VKfM8 1 ~Pt~u,~MBTUt 1 M 1 fLAG,C 1 U) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
T .,.1 , !l Lll_i F\ u u T !I' I E. C U,... PUTt: S THE ~J~ H G IE ~ uS 1 N t; b F.: R I E S 
( ' 1-' A N ~ 1 o ,.; r•1 t. T ... , o 1; ~. I f i1 A P P ~ u ;. I r-1 A T l o N o F- T ri E l A 
•OtLTA•ALPHA•AETA*TIM~**2• 
c 
c 
23 
c 
c 
c 
80t2~ 
8~21 
ee22 
7Q99 
8Q:0Ql 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
3783 
R~AL VMJTUTl0~(1~l,Oi(t~),fi~E,TOfCP0f(l~,l0)t0P0Fl1~ 1 1~l k ~-A'- ~ ~ t M b I v ~ f M tt , G A 1"1 ~ 1 H ( 1 0 ) !. (, ~ 11 r1 A ( 1 0. ) I v 'T t. r1 p ( q q ) I 'i p G 0 t. f' ( q q ) 
R~AL M(\~),V~E,~LPHA(1~),UElA(l0) 1 MT 1 ~tTAC 1 VK4 
Ht~L C~10 1 t0J 1 0(1~•10) V,t.M!;slr1•0 
S 1 N C f UN&.. Y T I M f. C rH~ N G E S 
wt ON~Y N~EU TO CO~PUTE THE CUEFFltlENT~ ONCE 
I~CFLAG .bT. 0.~) GOTU 1~~ 
R t. T A C • ~ • k.1 
M r •0 kl 
lJO 2.J · 1~1 1 NMACH StTA~lJ~n2Cll12.r 
AL.PHA(l)aO~(l) 
b t. T A Cat~ e l A C +t¥t ( 1 ) * ~ t 1 A ( 1 ) 
NT • t-\ T + ~ ( 1 J 
C.UNT lNLH:: 
RI!::TACsot:TAr:IMT P~lNT*•"~lTACUAa",BtlAC 
1 "~Tti'I'AC T IVE CONTPI)l FIJH Nur-•ht:H OF CUEfFIC!E.NTS OtSlwEO 
w loP 1 T F: l ~ , 8 ~! 2 0 ) 
~~~~~l~~ 8~~l~R THE NUMrl~k UF CUEFfiCl~NTS IN 12"1 
F ~J ~ ~"'A T l " A T t. E. AS T fA 4 1 F iJ:; I N G ~~ U A 0 ~AT I C A P P ~ 0 ~ • " ) 
' RtADl1,8~22J NCUEf 
F 1·' w ,.., A T ll 2 } 
wWlTE(1i 1 7qqq) NCOEF 
F !J k t1 AT l " N C 0 E F. a" , 12) 
w~llt(12 1 8~0~) FO~~Afl" TfhE ",tJ~," V~E~~",2~X,"VPEMR" 1 i0x,"VTOTM8" 1 /) 
N11Tf:.: r.-cUf-F CiiVES Tt,RMS TO PtJ~EH OF Tl,-1E 
~YUAL TU 2•NC0Ef • 2 
T"E~EFO~E vTEMP ANO VPCOEF MUSf &E Qlf"td~::slut~En FOR AT LEAST NCUtF 
0.., NCUt.f PLUS l (lF NCUEF 15 CIOO) 
~~EJ~A~ 1•1 N~ACH VKEa~AE+~e0*M(IJ*(8ETA(I)•8ETAC)*(9ETA(l)•BETlC) 
CONTINUE CALL VKEXP(M 1 ALPHA 1 SET•,RETAC 1 C,O,VK4 1 NMACH) 
KOOO••l , 
KUOOal\000+2 
KfVENaKOlJ0+1 VTEMP(K000)a0 
VTEMPCt<EVEN)a0.! 
00 a00 I;~t 1 NMA..,H bAMSTRC~l•0. 
94 
95 
* 
* 
• 
• 300 
~~~ 
• 
* 
tvJ0 
10t 
c 
50~ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
100 
50 
96 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
sU8HOuTINt VKE~P(M,jLPHA,RETA,R~TAc,c,o,v~~,NMAC~l 
~UH~UUT1NE V~EXP : COMPUT€3 FUPTrlER COtFFlCIENT~ Tu 
T~E ~INETIC €NEHGY ~E~lfS f~~~ESSION (AT THIS PUI~T ONLY VK~) 
~tAL M(l~),ALPH~(1~),~!TA(10J,bET~C,C(10,1~),0(1~,t0) 
wEAL. V~'4tGAtlF(l0) 
JNTfGt~ I 1 J 1 NMACM 
UAMF 1~ THE ~A~f A~ bA~STR IN MAIN 5U~ROUT1Nf ONLY 
"'VALUATeD WITH FAUl.T ON CIJNt.>.tTION~. 
* 
'* 
97 
SuBROUTINE CUBIC(P,Q,~,Y~UOT) 
THIS SUB~UuTI~E COMPUTES THE REAL ROOTS Of 
'- CUBIC EYUATION 1N THt FO~M 
Y••3 + P•Y••2 + Q*Y + ~ •0 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PRfijENTLY IT ONLY FINOS ROOTS 
ACCEPTABLE FO~ T CLfA~ING ESTIMATES 
l,E, PuSITIVE ROOTS WITHIN .2•.7 ~ft. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
2~0 
1000 
c 
c 
c 
~EAL A,~,P~Y~~,XROQT(3) 1 V~OOT 1 PM1 1 PSl RE•L VALUE,~ uN 1 VK(3) INTEGER K 
SlGNat,0 
A•(3 ~·~·P•Pl/3 0 8a((~.0*P*~*P).{9,0•P•Ql+(27.~*~))/27,0 
VALU~=~•614,0+A•A*AJ27,0 
IF VALUE: ~ 0,0 THERE 15 ONE ~fAL ~OOT 
: ~.~ THERE ARE THREE HEAL ~OUTS 
AT LEAST Two ARE ~QUAL 
THERE A~E TH~EE ~EAL UN~QUAL HOOTS 
lFCVALUE ,GT,00,~) GOTO 1000 
lFCVALUE ,EQ, ~.01 GUTO 2000 
VALUE LESS THAN ~.~ 
XROOT•2•S~~T(.A/3)CUS(PMl/3+12~•KJ 
Ka0 1 1 1 2 . 
~~I~~co~I~t~~~~Q~f1~27!~:a•al/C•4.~•••••Alll 
00 100 1=1·3 Kal•l X~UUT(K)•?.f•SQRTl•AI3.)•COS(PHI13,+(2.13•)*3•t41Sq*K) 
YK(K)~XWOO (K)•P/3,~ . 
CONTINUE 
IFfYK(t) .~T. ~.~4 ,AND, YK(t) .LT. ~.49) VROUTaYK(l) 
I F(Y~(l) ,bT, ~.04 ,ANO, Y~(t) .~T. 0,49) GOTO 20~ FiY~~2~ .~T. 0,04 ,AND, YK(2j ,LT. 0,49l YROOT•YK(2) IF YK ~ .~T. 0.04 •ANO, Y~(~ ,LT, 0.49 GOtO a00 
IF VK 3 ,GT, 0•04 .AND, YK(3 ,LT, 0.4Q VROOT•V~(3) 
~tf~~1!1u~~~fE~f~~LfA~~~~;~~~bof~T,o3N~ 9 }NG~~~Aa~~ 
RETURN 
CONTINUE 
VALUE GREATER THAN 0.0 
IFCB GT 0 0) SlGNa•1 ~ 
PHl•AfANtCT1NCPSl))•*(f.l3.ll 
98 
Xa2~~-~Q~T(AI3.0)/TAN(~.*PHI) 
Y~OuT:X-P/3.0 
RETURN _ 
20~0 CONTlNUt 
c C VALUE EYUAL5 0.0 . 
c 
2020 
99 
100 
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